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Inspirations to finish all complaints and to become complete.

Do  you  have  the  firm  practice  of  being  incorporeal  and  beyond  the

consciousness  of  the  body,  of  stabilising  in  soulconsciousness,  and  of

observing your own part and the part of others as a detached observer, like

the Father? Do youconstantly have the stage of a detached observer in your

consciousness?  Unless  you  constantly  have  theconsciousness  of  a

detached  observer,  you  cannot  make  BapDada  your  Companion.  The

experience of the stage of adetached observer enables you to experience

the companionship of the Father. You consider yourself to be God'sfriend,

do you not? That is, you have made BapDada your closest Friend, haven't

you? Have you made Baba theConqueror of your heart? Do you experience

wanting to share the secrets of your heart with anyone other than theFather,

even in your thoughts? If you experience the happiness of all relationships

with the one Father, and you havethe experience of attainment of the love of

all relationships, then your intellect cannot be drawn to any otherrelationship.

The intellect should be totally absorbed in all relationships with the Father at

every breath and everythought. Many children still complain that they have

many waste thoughts and that they are not able to link theirintellect with the

FatherÍ¾  that  even  against  their  conscious  wish,  their  intellect  becomes

attached  to  something  oranother.  Or,  that  the  responsibility  of  their

household  does  not  allow  the  yoga  of  their  intellect  to  become  stable.

Theconnections  and  atmosphere  of  the  old  world  make  your  attitude

mischievous. Then you are not able to make asmuch effort as you would like

to or you are not able to take a high jump. Throughout the day, BapDada

receivesmany such complaints.



Although  you  call  yourselves  master  almighty  authorities,  you  are  being

compelled by your own sanskars and nature.When BapDada hears of such

things,  he is amused,  but  He also has mercy.  Since you are not  able to

erase your ownsanskars or nature, how would you erase the tamopradhan,

devilish  sanskars  of  the  whole  world?  How can  a  soulwho  is  under  the

influence of his own sanskars liberate all souls who are under an external

influence? How wouldyou remove the distress of others when you are being

upset by your own sanskars? What is the easy yukti  to becomefree from

such sanskars? Before you perform any action, sanskars first emerge in your

thoughts. "I will do this. Itshould be like this. What does this one think? Even

I know how to do everything." Sanskars emerge with thoughtsof this type. At

the time when you know that your sanskars are showing their form in your

thoughts, then instil thehabit or practice of first of all checking your thoughts

and seeing whether they are like those of the Father.

Before an important person accepts anything, he first of all has it checked.

For example, the food of a president, animportant person or a king would

first be checked before being accepted by that person. Before something

isaccepted by such people, they first  have it  checked to see that nothing

impure is mixed with it. What are thoseimportant people compared to you?

Those important people will not even be able to set foot in your kingdom.

Infact, even now, they are to fall at your feet. Since you are becoming the

kings of kings and are called the mostelevated souls of the world, the food

for the intellect of you elevated souls, in the form of thoughts, should first of

allbe  checked.  When you accept  something  without  checking  it,  you are

deceived.  Therefore,  first  of  all,  check everythought.  Just  as you use an

instrument to measure whether something is real or whether something is

mixed with it,whether it is real gold or rolled gold, in the same way, check



whether your thoughts are the same as the Father's ornot. Check on this

basis  and  then  speak  or  act.  It  is  when  you  forget  the  foundation  that

sanskars of shudras and ofpoison become mixed. When food has poison

mixed into it, that food can make someone unconscious. In the sameway,

the poison of a trace of a shudra becomes mixed into your food or diet of

thoughts, and you then becomeunconscious to the remembrance and power

of the Father.

So, consider yourself to be a special soul and become your own checker. Do

you understand? Stay in your pride ofbeing a special soul and you will not be

distressed.  Achcha,  this  is  a  yukti  to  finish  your  sanskars.  If  you

constantlyremain busy in this task, and constantly stabilise yourself in the

awareness  of  being a holy  swan,  you would  easily  beable  to  distinguish

between pure and impure, between a shudra and a Brahmin. And, because

the intellect  is busy inthis  task,  it  will  become free from the complaint  of

having waste thoughts.

Secondly, throughout the day, you are not able to experience the happiness

of all relationships with the Fatheraccording to the time. This experience of

the  gopis  and  Pandavs  has  been  remembered.  You  have  not  yet  had

theexperience of the happiness of all  relationships with the Father and of

remaining absorbed, that is, of being merged inthe love of all relationships

with the Father. You experience the happiness of the special relationships of

the Fatherand Teacher, but you have very little experience of the attainment

of the happiness of all relationships. Therefore, inwhichever relationship you

have  not  experienced  happiness,  attachment  in  the  intellect  is  pulled  by

those  relationshipswith  others,  and  that  attachment  for  a  soul  or  the

intellect's  love  for  another  becomes  an  obstacle.  So,  throughout  theday,



experience different relationships. If, at this time, you do not experience the

happiness of all relationships withthe Father, you will remain deprived of the

attainment of complete happiness and sweetness of all relationships. Ifyou

do not have this happiness at this time, when would you experience it? You

will  have  relationships  with  soulsthroughout  the  kalpa,  but  if  you  do  not

experience  all  relationships  with  the  Father  at  this  time,  you  would

neverexperience  them.  So  keep  yourself  busy,  day  and  night,  in  the

happiness  of  all  relationships.  By  constantly  staying  inthis  happiness,  all

other  relationships  will  appear  to  be  without  any  strength  or  sweetness.

Then, the intellect will beable to stabilise itself in one placeÍ¾ its wandering

will stop and you will constantly continue to swing in the swing ofhappiness.

By  creating  such  a  stage,  you  will  automatically  and  easily  become  an

intense effortmaker. All complaints will finish and you will become complete.

Do you understand the response to your complaints? Achcha.

To those who constantly swing in the swing of supersensuous joyÍ¾ to those

who constantly fulfil the responsibility ofall relationships with the FatherÍ¾ to

the  friends  of  God  (Khuda  dost)  who  consider  themselves  to  be

detachedobservers and the companions of the Father, constantly engaged

in Godly serviceÍ¾ to the children who are equal to theFather, BapDada's

love, remembrance and namaste.

You become happy when you listen to this, but when it comes to fulfilling this

responsibility,  some  of  you  arecompelled  by  your  sanskars.  Since  you

experience  so  much  happiness  in  just  listening,  how  much  happiness

wouldyou experience in becoming the form? At this time, everyone's face is

smilingÍ¾ so constantly remain smiling in thisway and you will save your own

time and also the time of instrument souls. At present, the 25% of your time



that isspent in falling and getting up, in looking after your own self or in fixing

your intellect in one place, will  be saved andaccumulated in your income.

Now learn how to save. Do you understand?

Personal meeting:

Who will swing with Krishna in the new world? Swinging is very enjoyableÍ¾

the part of the one who pushes theswing is completely separate.

Those who stay with the Father from the beginning of their life till the end,

that is, those who have had the yoga of theintellect with the Father  to have

been with the sakar form is a matter of your luck  but whilst being with the

sakar,those  who  have  constantly  had  their  intellect  connected,  from  the

beginning to the end, are the ones who will be withKrishna at every stage of

life in the various parts: they will  be together in childhood, they will  study

together,  theywill  be  together  in  playing  and  also  in  ruling  the  kingdom.

Those who constantly stay with the Father here willremain in company there.

Just as that first soul will have happiness and intoxication, in the same way,

the souls who remain with the Father nowwill have the same happiness and

intoxication. Those who become equal to the Father at this time will have

similarintoxication there. And so, to remain with the Father in all forms is also

a special part. The basis of being withKrishna in your childhood, youth, and

old  age  is  constantly  to  be  in  the  company  of  the  Father  here  from

thebeginning, through the middle till the end. This is very enjoyable, is it not?

Those who have been with the fatherfrom the beginning will  be with him



through  the  eightyfour  birthsÍ¾  whilst  doing  bhakti,  whilst  becoming

thetemporary kings and in performing any type of part, they will constantly

have a relationship in one form or another.They will begin bhakti together.

They will  ascend together and come down together. So, the foundation of

fulfillingthe  company  at  this  time  becomes  the  basis  of  being  together

throughout the kalpa. Achcha.

* * * O M S H A N T I * * *


